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Anchors Aweigh
Walter’s trip to Canberra for the 75th Anniversary
of the Battle of the Atlantic.
As a recipient of the Atlantic Star medal and
survivor of the Battle of the Atlantic, Walter
Backhouse was invited by the Department of
Veteran Affairs to participate in the
commemoration for the 75th Anniversary of the
Battle of the Atlantic in Canberra on 1st May
2018. Walter was accompanied by daughter
Donna and son Brett. Although Canberra turned
on two days of autumn sunshine, there were
unfortunately only nine participants that were
able to travel to Canberra for the
commemoration.
The DVA conducted a welcome dinner at the
iconic Hellenic Club on Monday 30th April;
where all invitees were able to meet one another
as the participants included Merchant Navy,
Navy and Airforce and everyone was briefed on
Walter Backhouse
the following day’s activities. Tuesday 1st May
began with a private tour of old Parliament House, which all found very interesting and Dad enjoyed the
opportunity to visit Bob Hawke’s old office as he once knew Bob when he’d visit the Gold Coast and they’d had a
few drinks together. The media joined the group at old Parliament House for a photo shoot, TV filming and
interviews; this was followed by morning tea. It was then off to the Australian War Memorial for the official
commemoration ceremony.
The group were welcomed at the Captain Reg Saunders Memorial Courtyard by the Hon Darren Chester MP
Minister for Veteran Affairs, Doctor
Brendan Nelson and a host of officers
from Royal Australian Navy, Army
and RAAF; together with RAN Band
and Australian Choir.
The National Commemoration Service
was followed by lunch, a stroll around
the Australian War Memorial and the
Last Post Service at the Pool of
Reflection where the nine Battle of
Atlantic survivors were honoured by
current and past service men and
women, school children and the
public. Walter was proudly honoured
by the opportunity to attend and very
grateful to the DVA for their work in
recognising the survivors who were
just “doing their bit” for the war.
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Pat Kerr’s Birthday
Pat's surprise High Tea party for her 80th birthday given
by her daughter Jane and son Paul was held at her
daughter's and son in law's outstanding property at
Wollongbar near Alstonville, NSW. The home on 11
acres had outstanding views over an adjoining valley and
the entertainment area was covered by an ancient
Jacaranda tree, whose main bough had to be propped up.
There were about 50 family and friends who made the
journey from Canberra, Harrington Waters and the Gold
Coast, and of course the locals with apologies from
Bundaberg, Perth and Tasmania.
Pat & Ron's surprise was slightly spoilt by the myriad of
cars parked outside as they arrived. They quickly
recovered to join in the festivities. At the main address by
her son and daughter were two poems written by Pat, the
subject her children in their teenage years, read by them.
You can imagine the hilarity that caused with the
festivities lasting long after the advertised time.
The weather was pleasant, the company was great and
everyone had a good time especially Pat who was
flattered that so many people had come to celebrate this
important occasion and most enjoyable for her.
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Brian & Eileen’s 60th Wedding Anniversary Trip
Our trip really began when we were met by Tony & Margaret Harben our association members at Perth airport and
conveyed to their magnificent apartment overlooking the marina and ocean at north Coogee, they were incredible
hosts and after three fun filled days deposited us at the Perth International Terminal. Where we were then soon
joined by Willie & Diana Fair also members of our association who originally roused our interest in joining the
cruise ship Astor at Perth and making our way to the UK via South Africa a voyage of 40 days.
On joining the queue for immigration was amazed to see
the couple in front of us with a dozen bottles of water in a
bag, on inquiring from them, was told they had been
informed that water on board was very expensive. Quite by
chance met them a few days later and asked them how they
got on with the water, to which they replied no trouble at
all, but the eight bottles of wine we had in our two
suitcases were confiscated and would be returned at
Tilbury, London, is there a moral there.
A voyage of 40 days is not long for a sailor used to 3 or 4
months at sea, but as a passenger we found boredom
quickly set in, but food was not to be our enemy, with the
many friends we quickly made, it was the bar, we had
taken the drinks package and it was too easy to just put your hand up.
Eileen and I had been upgraded to a suite prior to boarding because of our anniversary and it was truly magnificent
and a blessing, plenty of room to move, a couch and two armchairs plus tea & coffee making facilities, which is very
unusual on a cruise ship, plus an ensuite and a large hanging wardrobe, complete with dressing gowns and slippers,
yep luxury.
The 11 ports of call were mainly unremarkable except for two, Cape Town where I saw my nephew and his wife for
the first time for over 30 years, quite poignant as my brother had died less
than 12 months before on returning to the UK from Cape Town. The
second was Casablanca where after an exhaustive search we eventually
found “Rick’s Café” of fame from the Humphrey Bogart film named
Casablanca, complete with the piano. Sad to say it was a mock up as the
original was a set in Hollywood.
Back on board one day whilst Willie and I were walking between bars
decided to get some fresh air on deck when we were stopped and asked
about our association caps we were wearing, it was another MN man who
also turned out to be a Vindi boy, Allan Jones who came from Melbourne
and had no idea that there was a world wide organisation of Vindi boys.
There has never been one in Victoria and even the Tasmanian lads join
NSW and Queensland. In all we met three MN lads on board and all have
joined our association, two from Western Australia Bernie Myers and Bob
Speer. Welcome aboard lads.
After getting the “channels” we docked in Tilbury where many a pommie
sailor has sailed from before, in fact my first trip to sea was from Tilbury,
but not as it is now, an International Terminal complete with customs and
immigration, it was here we said goodbye to Willie & Diana, but made a
pact to meet for Anzac Day we were then whisked away by a band of
relies.
Unable to get into the Cenotaph at Whitehall due to it being ticket only, Harry and Meghan were laying the wreath
for the Queen, so we met up at the Merchant Navy Memorial at Tower Hill, this is huge as it names every single
known merchant seamen who perished in the two world wars and also every ship that sunk, as you can imagine it’s a
remarkable monument and huge, a must for every merchant seamen to visit. It was so cold and windy that day that
my eyes were watering trying to read some of the names, so we all adjourned to the nearest pub, where we toasted
the fallen, before we said goodbye to Willie & Diana who were continuing their travels.
The next month we travelled far and wide visiting relatives and friends, notably our member Brian Ribbans & Pat in
sunny Suffolk, Brian and I go back a long way having spent years at sea together, in fact Brian was on the Corinthic
with me when I jumped ship in NZ, he eventually copped heaps off the 2nd steward on the return to the UK, he was
asked not to re-join the Corinthic. We also met up with Phil Hughes in Ramsgate another passionate Vindi boy who
runs the East Kent Independent Vindicatrix Assoc much like ourselves, once again the lamp swung.
Despite the hugs, kisses and tears from our relatives and friends, my overall impression of the UK was, too many
cars, too many people and too dear the beer.
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Our social day of “Barefoot Bowls and Build your own Burger at Condong Bowls” set

off in brilliant sunshine if a tad cold, jumpers were the order of the day even if a few brave hearts wore shorts. The
club had put on tea & coffee for us and before starting put out a couple of trays of cheese and biscuits, they are great
supporters of our Association.

There were eventually 18 starters, couple of sickies on the day, only 14 bowlers as dodgy hips and shoulders, put
four more on the sick list, mind you it didn't stop them criticising and barracking, I noticed they also applauded when
one of the beginners hit the Jack, but many of the bowls ended up on adjoining greens, not where they are supposed
to go.
There was a variety of foot wear including a size 14 bare foot, I'll leave the readers to guess who that was. Around
mid-day the barbie was fired up and we were soon building our own burgers, which proved to be delicious, a couple
of the hungrier lads had seconds and in the end only a bit of lettuce and tomato were left.
As the Condong bowlers left us at the bar to play their game, there was nothing for us to do but draw the raffle and
keep the lamp swinging, I also noticed the barman wasn't left alone for very long, we eventually pulled up stumps to
use another pun around 2 pm, the undisputed and overwhelming opinion was a great day had by all.

More Pic’s on www.seq.vindicatrix.com
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RMS Dunnottar Castle

Union-Castle Line, London, commissioned a new liner the RMS Dunnottar Castle to be built by Harland & Wolff,
Belfast for the London (Tilbury) to Cape Town service. Her keel was laid down in 1935 in Yard no: 959 and she was
launched on January 25, 1936. No one would have known at that time, that this amazing ship would have one of the
longest and amazing careers in Maritime history for any ship built as a liner, for she would continue as a passenger
ship continually for 66 years, and was laid up for just her last two years 2002 to 2004 before being broken up in
2004! Thus this ship remained on the water for 68 years!
She was completed and delivered to her owners on June 27, 1936 and departed in July for her maiden voyage from
Southampton to Cape Town, although she returned to her homeport of Tilbury (London). She then continued a
regular service between Tilbury and South Africa.
Dunnottar Castle remained on the African service until the outbreak of WW2, when she and her sister Dunvegan
Castle were taken over by the British Navy to be converted as initially as armed merchant cruisers in 1939.
Dunnottar Castle departed on her first tour of duty on October 14, 1939. However, in 1942, she commenced duties as
a general troop ship, as well as transporting expatriates home after the war. However, she was seconded for a special
operation as she was used to sail on a top-secret operation to erect a meteorological and wireless (radio) station on
Tristan da Cunha on April 5, 1942. In 1944 she was used as a cross Channel troop ship between Southampton and
Normandy. She continued in her naval role until 1948, when she was decommissioned.
With Dunnottar Castle having been released from active service she received a long and a comprehensive refit,
returning to her original glory she was even better than she had been before. Her accommodations were dramatically
upgraded and reduced in numbers with a total of 167 less berths being available in the two classes.
She resumed her London round Africa service on February 10, 1949 for the Union Castle Line. Her ports of call
being Tilbury (London), Gibraltar, Algiers, Port Said, Massawa, Aden, Mombasa, Zanzibar, Dar-es-salaam, Tanga,
Beira, Lourenco Marques, Durban, East London, Port Elizabeth, Cape Town, Walvis Bay, Las Palmas (Canary
Islands), Casablanca, Lisbon and back to London. This was a service she continued to operate for the next nine years
with variations to the itinerary.
Dunnottar Castle was bought by Incres Steamship Co in 1958 and substantially refitted as a cruise liner at the Wilton
-Fijenoord shipyard near Rotterdam. The ship received a new engine, new superstructure and a new raked bow,
changing her overall appearance significantly. The first and tourist class cabins were reconstructed into 600 singleclass cabins with private facilities and air-conditioning. Incres renamed her Victoria and ran her out of New York
City on West Indies cruises
In 1964, she was sold to Victoria SS Co Monrovia, a subsidiary of Swedish company Clipper Line from Malmö. She
retained both her name and service. Incres Line continued as agents for the ship. For eleven years, Victoria made
cruises from the United States to the Caribbean.
In 1975, the company sold her to Chandris Lines and she ran on Caribbean and European cruises until 1993 with a
minor refurbishment in 1987. It was in 1987 that Jade deck was created by converting storerooms into thirty eight
passenger cabins. This was a major feat as the ship was cruising with passengers on board at the same time.
The ship's final incarnation was as the Princesa Victoria making 2 and 3 day cruises from Cyprus under the
ownership of Louis Cruise Lines. During the winter seasons, Princesa Victoria was laid up in Perama. During MayAugust 1998 the ship acted as a Hotel Ship for the Brisbane Expo’98 and was used as an accommodation ship for the
July 2001 G8 Summit in Genoa. Laid up in Klcusis from 2002, the ship, now 68 years old, was finally disposed of at
the Kumar Steel Shipbreaking yard, Alang, India in May 2004, being broken up for scrap.
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The British India Steamship “Gairsoppa”
The SS Gairsoppa was a British steam
merchant ship built in Jarrow and
launched in 1919. After a long civilian
career, she saw service during the
Second World War. She was named in
honour of the town of Gerusoppa on the
banks of River Sharavati in Karnataka,
India, which due to its easy access to
water transportation and as a
distribution centre for crops including
pepper, was the commercial capital for
centuries.
She sailed with several convoys, before joining Convoy SL 64 in February 1941. Gairsoppa left the convoy when
she exhausted the majority of her fuel and was making her way to Galway, Ireland, when a German U-boat fired a
torpedo that sank her with the loss of 85 lives.
The ‘Gairsoppa’ sinking has been getting lots of media attention in recent times, but I suppose if you had 200 tons of
Silver ingots stored away under your house that would make headlines too! Most of the media articles have been
about the money value or claiming some link to the ship. The “Shields Gazette claim is that she was built on the
South Tyneside by Palmers of Hebburn. The Liverpool Echo because she was bound for that port.
The Daily Mirror’s Rachaal Bletchly thought more of the crew and prefaced her story with:“But as they scramble for riches, an incredible tale of terror, tragedy and heroism can finally be told.” All the
stories have at least some sympathy about the loss of the crew and some have published the names of all the crew
members bringing some long awaited recognition to those who died and a measure of closure to their families.
Rose George a “Guardian” correspondent wrote about the Gairsoppa story from a different angle.
“SS Gairsoppa and the merchant seamen who are an international treasure. They face huge risks and bring us 90%
of everything we need, but merchant seamen often get treated as a second-class navy” “On the store section of
Odyssey Marine Exploration's website, you can buy an old bottle of Lee & Perrins Worcestershire sauce bottle for
$499, or a Burnett's Cocaine Bottle for almost twice that. For the impecunious who want a genuine artefact from the
SS Republic, a side-wheel steamship bound for New Orleans from New York that sank on October 25, 1865, there is
a piece of coal for only $25.
I doubt though that artefacts resurrected from the wreck of SS Gairsoppa will feature in the shop, as they are 200
tonnes of silver, sunk along with 84 merchant seamen by a U-boat torpedo in 1941. Odyssey found the wreck 300
miles southwest of Ireland and 4,700 metres underwater, earlier this year. They then won a salvage tender from the
Department of Transport, under the terms of which Odyssey keeps 80% of the haul.
It's all very exciting, isn't it? The seas are the best candy shop left for explorers. There are great deeps, an untold
number of wrecks, and technology that can finally explore them all. Not for nothing is Odyssey Marine a business
partner with Disney. They do derring-do, but do they also do harm? Underwater archaeology; marine salvage: it is a
minefield with more than mines in it. Some marine archaeologists think Odyssey and their ilk are no better than
looters.
In 2007, César Antonio Molina, Spain's culture minister, was even more forthright. "There have always been
navies… to combat pirates." As his country's coastguard had recently boarded an Odyssey Marine vessel, it was
clear who he meant. Odyssey Marine had salvaged what Spain was convinced was a Spanish warship sunk in 1804,
just off Gibraltar. A court case last week found that Spain was entitled to the estimated £300m of treasure that
Odyssey found (and Odyssey's share price tumbled accordingly).
There are unscrupulous treasure hunters. Odyssey says it isn't. It provides archaeological reports of its salvage
operations along with Worcestershire sauce bottles. It shares its discoveries with the world, Greg Stemm, cofounder, CEO and chairman of Odyssey, has said, "but we also need to make a living".
What is interesting about the Gairsoppa, lying 4,700 metres under the water, is what it says about what's happening
above. Gairsoppa was a ship in the merchant navy. In reality, there is no such thing. The merchant navy is a
disparate collection of commercial interests. It doesn't have a uniform. But it is crucial in wartime, and it underpins
everything in peacetime too. And the international waters where most wrecks lie are peculiar too: nominally
governed by the United Nations convention of the law of the sea, but actually hardly governed at all. There are many
reasons why 296 merchant seamen – most of them working on ships bringing us our oil, gas and iPhones – are being
held hostage by pirates in or off Somalia. But one of the biggest is that hardly any country is willing to prosecute
pirates that are captured. EU-Navfor, one of three coalition forces working in the Indian Ocean, releases 80% of
suspected pirates.
What's the link between Gairsoppa's silver and a Filipino seafarer held hostage on MV Iceberg for 18 months? It is
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our neglect of the people who bring us 90% of
everything we need. There's nothing new in that:
despite thousands of merchant seamen dying in the
Atlantic Convoys, with little recognition until recent
years. The 85 men who died on the Gairsoppa doesn’t
make it an official war grave. Out of 62 "designated
wrecks" requiring special protection in UK territorial
waters, only two are merchant ships.

From the East Kent, UK, Vindi committee
minutes.

SEQ Vindicatrix President’s Meeting:-

Early in June, after corresponding by e-mail for a
number of years Joyce and I finally got to meet Brian
Hunt and his wife Eileen in person. Brian is the
President of the SEQ Vindicatrix & Mariners
Association and has done a great job in building up the
association.

Gairsoppa got headlines: but the impending cuts of the
Marine Incident Response Group's firefighting section
didn't. Nor do the torture and increasingly cruel
treatment of merchant seamen held hostage by pirates
(some are hung overboard; many are kept in stress
positions; all are scared and underfed).”

His great achievement was in planning, designing,
getting the M.N. Memorial built and the unveiling of it
on September 3rd last year with many high ranking
dignitaries attending. Our own member Peter Schofield
attended the unveiling while on holiday in Australia at
the time and gave me a glowing report. Our thanks for
this great job must surely go to Brian, his committee
and members.

Samuel Plimsoll Day
On Saturday, June 2nd 2018 for Samuel Plimsoll Day
held at St. Martin's Church in Cheriton near to
Folkestone. This commemoration is normally been held
in February close to his birthday but this year,
following a new committee being formed, it was
decided to move it to June close to the day of his death.

They were in the U.K. for their 60th anniversary
visiting family and just happened to have family in
Ramsgate so we made a meet there. We enjoyed each
others company and got on as though we had known
each other for many years and I was surprised at how
alike we are, not just as two people but in the way we
operate our respective associations. Later we were
joined by his family members and had a great few
hours before they had to leave for pastures new. Photos
were taken during the day as mementos and we wished
them a safe journey home. Thanks for a great meeting
to them both.
Phil Hughes, President

Plimsoll was born in Bristol and lived for a time in
Folkestone, Kent where he and his wife died and are
buried in this church yard. Many streets in the town are
named after him as are many items of clothing and
footwear, namely the Plimsoll shoes.
June 3rd 1898 was the date of his death and this
commemoration was started by the author and expert
on all things Plimsoll, Nicolette Jones and has been
going on for the past 7 years. The attendance was
smaller this year than previous years but that could be
down to school holidays and other events over the week
-end.

Gary Murphy

19/11/1944 - 1/07/2018

The day started with the two Standard Bearers
representing the Independent Vindicatrix of East Kent
Assoc (Phil Hughes); and the Prince of Wales Sea
Training School Assoc (Michael Westhead); positioned
in the aisle for a brief service before moving to the
grave for the wreath laying. Wreaths were laid by the
Chair of Folkestone & Hythe District Council, the
Mayor of Hawkinge and the Deputy Mayor of
Folkestone watched by the attendees around the grave.
All then returned to the church for an interesting talk by
Ms Rose George, an investigative journalist and author
on maritime matters followed by a short questions and
answers session.

Phil Hughes

Gary (Spud) Murphy had only been one of our
member for a couple of years and was better known to
our Australian members, who had sailed with him, he
had risen to the rank of Chief Steward. He died very
suddenly on Sunday the 1st of July. At his cremation
on Thursday at the Tweed Heads Crematorium, four of
our members attended and it was standing room only.
Evidently Spud in his early tears was a very good
Rugby league player and played for the St George
Dragons, a club jumper was displayed on his casket.
There were a lot of interstate mourners and it was
estimated there were 360 mourners present, a wake
was held after the service at the Dolphin Pub, Tweed
Heads. RIP mate…..

Michael Westhead
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Convoy Rescue Ships
During the Second World War designated convoy rescue ships accompanied some Atlantic convoys to rescue
survivors from ships that had been attacked. Rescue ships were typically small freighters with passenger
accommodation converted to rescue service. This involved enlarging galley and food storage areas and providing
berthing and sanitary facilities for approximately 150 men. Preparation for service included the installation of
scrambling nets along the sides, and the substitution of boats suitable for open sea work for normal lifeboats. Rescue
ships normally included a small operating room for an embarked naval doctor and sick bay staff.
The first specially-equipped rescue ship went into service in January 1941. When rescue ships were unavailable,
large, ocean-going tugboats or converted trawlers were sometimes designated to perform rescue duty.
By the end of the war 30 rescue ships had been built or converted. They participated in 797 convoys and rescued
4,194 survivors from 119 ships. Six rescue ships were lost, five to enemy action (three to U-boats and two to
aircraft).
In 1940 Admiral Sir Max Kennedy Horton (later Commander-in-Chief Western Approaches Command) broached
the concept of rescue ships with the Admiralty. The concept was to have merchant vessels that would accompany
convoys but not carry cargo; they would instead have the role of saving the lives of seamen from ships sunk by
enemy action. The rescue ship would take its position at the rear of one of the central columns of ships. From this
position it could observe damaged ships falling astern of the convoy and quickly rendezvous to transfer survivors.
The rescue ships would also be able to provide surgical or other treatment as required. This would free the cargo
vessels of the convoy to continue on their way, and escorts to focus on countering the attacking U-boats or aircraft.
The convoy rescue ship was a response to early experience. Each merchant ship in a convoy was assigned a station
so that the convoy formation would consist of several columns of three to five ships. The lead ships of the columns
were spaced at intervals of 1,000 yards (910 m) along a line perpendicular to the convoy course. Each ship in the
column followed the ship ahead at a distance of 800 yards (730 m).
The typical convoy would be approximately 8 to 10 km (5.0 to 6.2 miles) wide and 3 km (1.9 miles) long. The
rescue plan for early convoys was to have the last ship of each column rescue survivors of other ships in that
column. If the last ship in column was hit, the rescue task fell to the escorting warships.
In practice, the escorting warships performed rescue tasks more often than the 25% suggested by random hits on a
four-ship column because some merchant ships refused to leave the protection of the convoy formation to fall back
and remain a stationary target while rescuing survivors. Furthermore, merchant ships were not well suited to
manoeuvre to pick up survivors, and those attempting rescue were hampered by lack of suitable rescue equipment.
For the role the Admiralty sought out small, quick, manoeuvrable vessels; it drew many from among the Clyde
Shipping Company's coastal passenger transports. The requisitioned passenger ships had a speed of 11 to 12 knots,
which enabled them, after completing their rescue operations, to catch up with the convoys travelling at 10 knots.
Although these vessels had not been built for the Atlantic or the Arctic, none was lost to Atlantic storms; one did ice
-up and founder off the coast of Newfoundland.
The commonest form of crew agreement in the MN was used for Rescue Ship crews, that in which all officers and
men signed for a complete voyage i.e. Clyde to Clyde, regardless of duration of time. In consequence, most voyages
covered two convoys, one outward and one inward bound, although usually of relatively short duration.
Selection of crew members was initially a personal matter for the Master, who required the best possible seamen in
view of the considerable amount of deck-work in small ships in heavy weather and the probability of frequent use of
open boats at sea in poor conditions. In consequence the recruitment of men from the Hebrides in particular and
Islanders with experience in inshore fishing craft was very high.
Firemen also, usually the least regarded of MN crews, were carefully selected. It requires skill and stamina to fire
coal-fuelled boilers and to maintain an even steam pressure with a reserve for sudden speed increases, an essential
for ships such as those in the Rescue Service.
It was a matter of great satisfaction that many crews changed little throughout their wartime service, ratings resigned voyage after voyage for the same ship. A considerable pride was taken in the care of the ship, much routine
maintenance and small repairs being undertaken onboard during the “quieter” voyages. Comment was frequently
passed on the very high standard of maintenance of ships and their equipment with only occasional major items of
repair and maintenance requiring outside assistance.
The rescue ships were not hospital ships and so were legitimate targets as far as German submarines or bombers
were concerned. Consequently, the Admiralty armed them with AA guns for protection when they were separated
from the convoy and vulnerable to enemy attack. In addition to equipment for rescuing and treating survivors, rescue
ships carried High Frequency radio Direction Finding equipment (abbreviated to HF/DF and known as "Huff-Duff")
to assist in the location of U-boats. The rescue ship's position at the rear of the convoy provided good triangulation
in combination with the HF/DF installed on the escort leader typically patrolling in front of the convoy.
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The rescue ships were:-

Aboyne 1020 tons, built 1937, in rescue service from 11 June 1943, sailed with 26 convoys, rescued 20 survivors.
Accrington 1678 tons, built 1910, in rescue service from 26 July 1942, sailed with 36 convoys, rescued 141

survivors.
Beachy 1600 tons, built 1936, in rescue service from January 1941, sailed with 5 convoys, sunk by aircraft 11
January 1941 while assigned to convoy HG-49.
Bury 1686 tons, built 1911, in rescue service from 27 December 1941, sailed with 48 convoys, rescued 237
survivors.
Copeland 1526 tons, built 1923, in rescue service from 29 January 1941, sailed with 71 convoys, rescued 433
survivors.
Dewsbury 1686 tons, built 1910, in rescue service from 29 September 1941, sailed with 43 convoys, rescued 5
survivors.
Dundee 1541 tons, built 1934, in rescue service from 8 August 1943, sailed with 24 convoys, rescued 11 survivors.
Eddystone 1500 tons, built 1927, in rescue service from 11 June 1943, sailed with 24 convoys, rescued 64
survivors.
Empire Comfort 1333 tons, converted Castle class corvette built 1945, in rescue service from 25 February 1945,
sailed with 8 convoys.
Empire Lifeguard 1333 tons, converted Castle class corvette built 1944, in rescue service from 7 March 1945,
sailed with 6 convoys.
Empire Peacemaker 1333 tons, Castle class corvette built 1945, in rescue service from 10 February 1945, sailed
with 8 convoys, rescued 3 survivors.
Empire Rest 1327 tons, Castle class corvette built 1944, in rescue service from 12 November 1944, sailed with 11
convoys.
Empire Shelter 1336 tons, Castle class corvette built 1945, in rescue service from 16 April 1945, sailed with 6
convoys.
Fastnet 1415 tons, built 1928, in rescue service from 7 October 1943, sailed with 25 convoys, rescued 35 survivors.
Goodwin 1569 tons, built 1917, in rescue service from 28 April 1943, sailed with 25 convoys, rescued 133
survivors.
Gothland 1286 tons, built 1932, in rescue service from 5 February 1942, sailed with 41 convoys, rescued 149
survivors.
Hontestroom 1875 tons, built 1921, in rescue service from 11 January 1941, sailed with 11 convoys, rescued 69
survivors, withdrawn from rescue service May 1941.
Inanda 5985 tons, built 1925, one voyage as part of Convoy OB 119.
Melrose Abbey 1908 tons, built 1929, in rescue service from 11 February 1942, sailed with 46 convoys (including
Convoy SC-121), rescued 85 survivors.
Perth 2258 tons, built 1915, in rescue service from 5 May 1941, sailed with 60 convoys, rescued 455 survivors.
Pinto 1346 tons, built 1928, in rescue service from 12 May 1942, sailed with 10 convoys, rescued 2 survivors, sunk
with loss of 16 crewmen by U-482 8 September 1944 while assigned to convoy HX-305.
Rathlin 1599 tons, built 1936, in rescue service from 2 October 1941, sailed with 47 convoys, including Convoy
PQ-17, rescued 634 survivors.
St Clair 1636 tons, built 1937, in rescue service from 1 July 1944, sailed with 14 convoys.
St Sunniva 1368 tons, built 1931, in rescue service from 7 December 1942, sailed with convoy ON-158 and
probably capsized from topside ice 23 January 1943. There were no survivors from the crew of 64.
Stockport 1683 tons, built 1911, in rescue service from 22 October 1941, sailed with 16 convoys (including
Convoy SC-107), rescued 413 survivors, sunk by U-604 23 February 1943 while assigned to Convoy ON-166. There
were no survivors from the crew of 63 and survivors previously rescued from other ships.
Syrian Prince 1989 tons, built 1936, in rescue service from 18 November 1943, sailed with 19 convoys.
Tjaldur 1130 tons, built 1916, in rescue service from 26 October 1941, sailed with 3 convoys, withdrawn from
rescue service December 1941.
Toward 1571 tons, built 1923, in rescue service from 24 October 1941, sailed with 45 convoys, rescued 337
survivors, sunk by U-402 7 February 1943 while assigned to Convoy SC-118. Two survivors and 54 crewmen were
lost.
Walmer Castle 906 tons, built 1936, in rescue service from 12 September 1941, sailed with convoy OG-74 and
rescued 81 survivors before being sunk by Focke-Wulf Fw 200 aircraft of I/KG 40 on 21 September 1941. Eleven
crewmen and 20 of the survivors were lost.
Zaafaran 1567 tons, built 1921, in rescue service from 23 March 1941, sailed with 26 convoys, rescued 220
survivors, sunk by aircraft with loss of one crewman during the battle of Convoy PQ-17 on 5 July 1942.
Zamalek 1565 tons, built 1921, in rescue service from 26 February 1941, sailed with 68 convoys, including
Convoy PQ-17 and Convoy SC-130, rescued 665 survivors. Also participated in QP14.

Over 34,000 seamen from the British Merchant Navy were lost between 1939 -1945.
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Continuation of Vaughan Richards’s story featured in our last newsletter: His ship the “Australind”
has just been intercepted by the German Raider Komet in the Pacific. It is 1600 hours August 1941: German sailors
are coming aboard with demolition charges.
Their commanding officer on being informed the captain had been killed in the shelling of the ship instructed the
Australind’s first officer to inform the crew they were now prisoners of war and, provided they co-operated with his
boarding party, they had nothing to fear. In the meantime, Vaughan and another deckhand Arthur Wilson were given
the gruesome task by the second mate to take Captain Stephenson’s body, with half his head blown away lying
where he had been killed on his way to the bridge, down to the galley and to lay him out on the serving area. This
Vaughan and Arthur Wilson did and as a mark of respect removed his white uniform jacket and used it as a shroud
to cover what was left of his face. Leaving him as though he was a Viking King, about to go to his final resting place
and locking the galley door as further instructed before hurrying to their lifeboat stations.
Clambering up on to the deck of
the German raider from the
HK Komet
Komet’s lifeboats (strafing fire
from the Komet’s light armour
had shot to pieces all the
Australind’s
lifeboats)
the
prisoners were in awe of how
this small merchant ship had
been armed to search out and
destroy and, in some cases,
capture allied ships. This
innocuous tramp steamer was
armed with more guns than
some Allied destroyers carried.
No Allied merchant ship would
have had any reasonable chance
of out-gunning her. Not
surprisingly the below deck
accommodation for the POWs
was cramped. She was after all fitted out to be a ‘prison ship’ as well as a warship under her neutral merchant ship
disguise. Still German thoroughness in planning had made conditions bearable.
Vaughan found the other prisoners to be in good spirits doubtless impressed by the fair treatment they were
receiving from their captors. The victualling was far better than on British ships and they were being fed the same
food as the Komet’s lower deck crew members. They were also sharing in the spoils of Allied tinned fruit and other
delicacies that the Komet’s boarding parties gathered from the holds and store rooms of the raider’s previous four
sinkings before they set their charges to sink them. The POWs were allocated a surprising amount of deck space and
time to exercise themselves. The captain, Rear Admiral Eyssen, went out of his way to see his crew looked after
them; setting an example by seeing the eight wounded seamen were rushed into the ship’s well manned hospital for
immediate attention, two other officers, as well as the captain, having perished.
During the fourteen weeks Vaughan and his shipmates were on the Komet no one saw a single Nazi salute. On
Sunday mornings, Captain Eyssen even made it a point to have his captive senior officers share a drink with him in
his cabin. This was made all the more agreeable by the fact that, surprisingly, there was no framed photograph of
Hitler glaring down at them. Though there was an impressive one of Admiral Raeder: Supreme Commander of
German’s navy. Vaughan’s summing up of him was that Eyssen was a perfect gentleman.
The Raider Komet – originally the Banana Boat “Emms” of the Norddeutsche co. Built 1939 Bremen. Armed with
six 15 cm guns, one 7.5 cm gun, one 3.7 cm and four 2 cm AA guns, as well as six torpedo tubes. A 15-ton fast boat
("Meteorit", of the "LS2" class) intended to lay mines and an Arado 196 A1 seaplane. Propulsion: Two 6-cylinder
two-stroke MAN diesels 3.900HP. Endurance: 51.000 nautical miles at 9 knots Speed 16 knots. Crew: 274.
Germany had a secret pact with Stalin that allowed them to use soviet waters. 1940 was a very mild winter in the
Arctic circle and the ice retreated. The German navy took advantage of this and the ‘Komet’ made her ‘escape’ by
heading north from the Baltic and transiting the top of the European & Asian land mass, through the Bering straits
into the pacific. She was guided by a Russian Pilot and this ice breaker which survived until 1992.
Vaughan has never forgotten the camaraderie that was established between the Dutch and British seamen that helped
keep their morale high, despite the bleak future that lay ahead of them. The Dutch sailors were off the 7.322 ton
Kota Nopan, captured three days after the sinking of the Australind, with a valuable cargo of rubber and tin. It was
now manned by a prize crew from the Komet and kept just out of sight as an ‘extra pair of eyes’. The Dutch crew
had been allowed to take all their belongings and as the weather cooled were generous sharing them out with the
other seamen who only had the clothes they stood up in. Two days later, the 9.000 ton British freighter Devon
suffered the same fate as the Australind.
It was to be six weeks after the sinking of the Australind (the spring in the step of the Komet’s crew provided the
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arrives in port. Meanwhile, manufacturers and
designers are considering how to convey a mooring line
from a tug to a ship through remote operations. RollsRoyce is studying automatic mooring technology as
part of its autonomous tugboat concept. This tackles
one of the key elements that have been highlighted as
holding back further development of unmanned tugs.

clue) that after 15 harrowing months their ship was
homeward bound. Vaughan and the rest of the prisoners
had to now contemplate what it would be like spending
the rest of the war in a German Stalag. That’s if the
Komet could run the gauntlet of the Royal Navy.
Though the R N was stretched to the limit fighting the
U-boat menace in the Atlantic and containing the
Italian navy in the Mediterranean it had motor torpedo
boats in the English Channel: if the Komet’s skipper
was bold enough to take that course they could all meet
a sticky end.

We already have the designs ready, courtesy of Robert
Allan’s naval architects, and the remote control
technology, thanks to technical developments by RollsRoyce. So any development of robotics for hooking up
ships to tugs or mooring vessels will be beneficial to
the process of autonomous tug operations.

In mid November the Komet was skirting the
Portuguese coast, this time under a Spanish flag,
leaving no doubt in the minds of the POWs a ‘channel
dash’ was what Eyssen had in mind. A week later the
disguise was dropped and they were escorted by three
German u-boats into Le Havre. A 48 hour stopover
there allowed for extra A A guns to be added to the
ship’s armoury being a salutary reminder they had more
to fear than just British torpedo boats. The tension was
unmistakable in the faces of the Komet’s crew as well.
No one, friend or foe, had any real confidence they had
more than days to live on this ship which still carried
explosives it had left Germany with.

Rolls-Royce has come up with a concept for a robotic
crane that can be used for docking and line removal
without the assistance from crew or port personnel. It is
yet to be tested, but is plausible.
When it comes to futuristic ideas, we need look no
further that Rolls-Royce senior vice president for
concepts and innovation Oskar Levander, as he expects
tugs will become unmanned in the near future. Svitzer
also thinks that remote control of tugs is possible. I
have been to Svitzer and Rolls-Royce’s prototype
remote operating centre in Copenhagen, Denmark and
seen this in action.

The POWs were locked down in the prison hold for the
next 24 hours, as the R A F and the Royal Navy did
their best to bring the Komet’s near-100,000 mile
voyage to a destructive end. It was of little comfort that
when they were locked below deck a crewman was
always on guard to release them if the ship was in
danger of sinking. Vaughan must have asked himself
countless times whatever possessed him to want to see
more of the war raging round Britain by signing on a
British ship.

During my trip to Turku, Finland, I witnessed RollsRoyce’s updated version of this with added noise for
sensory perception. There are also updates to the
augmented reality visualised on flat screens to provide
additional information on the surrounding navigation
hazards and adjacent ships for tug remote masters.
Remotely controlled tugboats would need upgraded
communications networks that link to satellites and
cellular networks and situational awareness systems,
including LIDAR, cameras and radar.

A 24 hour stopover in Dunkirk was needed to patch-up
the damage that a bomb exploding on the starboard
quarter had caused. The Komet, finally completed its
‘Dash Through The Channel’ docking in Cuxhaven on
November 30. No mention of the Komet’s passage
through the Channel ever appeared in the UK media,
unlike the splash of the ‘later Channel Dash’ of the
battleship ‘Scharnhorst’ and the heavy cruisers
‘Gneisenau’ and ‘Prinz Eugen’ made.

This has been tested on SVITZER HERMOD, a 2016built harbour tug that is equipped with these sensors
and communications devices for remote control by a
master at the Copenhagen centre. Additional costs for
installing these systems could be offset by the removal
of crew accommodation and deckhouse, which would
naturally be obsolete on an unmanned tugboat.
Rolls -Royce’s concept design includes these changes,
additions and omissions, but does take future
maintenance into consideration, as it has hatches with
access to the engine room.

Tugs will become Autonomous
by Martyn Wingrove
Automation and navigation
technology will enable
unmanned tugs for harbour
and towage operations,
explains Martyn Wingrove.
Unmanned tugboats are
coming to our industry and
I
expect
the
first
commercial remotely controlled operations to come
before 2020. Innovative owners are looking at
technology that will enable more autonomous
operations on tugs.

However, the first commercial remote tug operations
would not need to be on a newbuild based on these
concepts. They could be far simpler than operating a
totally new concept design.
What Svitzer appears to be contemplating is remotely
controlling a tug from port -to-port, then adding a
rested crew so that the tug is ready for a full day of
operations. This is instead of having the crew sail the
tug to a new port and having to rest them before
beginning operations. And that is one of the
commercial reasons for the unmanned tug.
This enables owners to turn science fiction into reality
– to enable unmanned tug voyages this side of the next
decade. It will drive the industry into the brave new
world of unmanned tugs and remote control towage.

They are researching ways of sailing tugs from one port
to another while resting crew, so they are fresh for
harbour towage and ship manoeuvring when their tug
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A champion jockey is about to enter an important
race on a new horse. The horse's trainer meets him
before the race and says, “All you have to remember
with this horse is that every time you approach a jump,
you have to shout, “ALLLLEEE OOOP!” really loudly
in the horse's ear. Providing you do that, you'll be fine.”

The Dublin Pensioners Club
go on a mystery tour every
Wednesday and to make it
interesting they have a sweep
to guess where they are going.
Seamus, the coach driver, has
won five weeks on the trot.

The jockey thinks the trainer is mad but promises to
shout the command. The race begins and they approach
the first hurdle. The jockey ignores the trainer's
ridiculous advice and the horse crashes straight through
the centre of the jump.

While stitching a cut on the hand of a 75 year old

farmer, whose hand was caught in the squeeze gate
while working cattle, the doctor struck up a
conversation with the old man. Eventually the topic got
around to politicians and their role as our leaders.

They carry on and approach the second hurdle. The
jockey, somewhat embarrassed, whispers “Aleeee
ooop” in the horse's ear. The same thing happens - the
horse crashes straight through the centre of the jump.

The old farmer said, ‘Well, as I see it, most politicians
are ‘Post Turtles’.’’ Not being familiar with the term,
the doctor asked him what a ‘post turtle’ was. The old
farmer said, ‘When you’re driving down a country road
and you come across a fence post with a turtle balanced
on top, that’s a post turtle.’

At the third hurdle, the jockey thinks, “It's no good, I'll
have to do it,” and yells, “ALLLEEE OOOP!” really
loudly. Sure enough, the horse sails over the jump with
no problems. This continues for the rest of the race, but
due to the earlier problems, the horse only finishes
third.

The old farmer saw the
puzzled look on the doctor’s
face so he continued to
explain. ‘You know he didn’t
get up there by himself, he
doesn’t belong up there, he
doesn’t know what to do
while he’s up there, he’s
elevated beyond his ability to
function, and you just
wonder what kind of dumb
idiot put him up there to
begin with.’

The trainer is fuming and asks
the jockey what went wrong. The
jockey replies, “Nothing is
wrong with me - it's this bloody
horse. What is he - deaf or
something?” The trainer replies,
“Deaf? DEAF? You idiot, he's
not deaf - he's BLIND!”
I was in the restaurant yesterday
when I suddenly realized I
desperately needed to pass gas.
The music was really, really loud,
so I timed my gas with the beat of
the music.

SEQ SLOP CHEST
Metal MN Lapel Badges
Metal Vindicatrix Lapel Badges
MN Blazer Badges
MN Blazer Badges
MN Cap Badge
Club Shirt (to order)
Club Caps
MN Poppy Badge

$8 00 each
$5.00 each
$22.00 each
$15.00 each
$17.00 each
$50.00 each
$15.00 each
$20.00 each

After a couple of songs, I started to
feel better. I finished my coffee, and noticed that
everybody was staring at me.... Then I suddenly
remembered that I was listening to my iPod.

All Communications to
Brian Hunt on 07 5513 0178
Preferably email at:- brian.hunt8@bigpond.com
President, Brian Hunt BEM JP
241/2 Falcon Way
TWEED HEAD SOUTH NSW 2486
Ph: (07) 5513-0178
Email: brian.hunt8@bigpond.com
Secretary, Terry Docker
96/22 Handsford Road
COOMBABAH QLD 4216
Ph: 0415 145 311
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